
To Mrs.  

ABC 

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer 

Bank XYZ 

Address country 

 

Cc: IR manager and CSR manager 

Milan, data 

RE: Request of information on Financing the climate change 

Dear name  

Every day, investments worth millions of Euros are being placed at the worldwide stock markets to 

finance companies and their contribution to climate change.  

Banks play a key role in enabling companies’ contribution to climate change by providing loans or 

underwriting bond and share issues to mobilize financial resources for climate sensitive sectors.  

Through their allocation of financial resources, banks are therefore in a unique position to either help 

or hurt climate. 

As responsible investors, Fondo Cometa, Italy's largest pension fund with almost €8bn in assets for 

almost 420,000 workers in the metal industry,  is concerned about the environmental and social 

impacts of climate change. But as long-term shareholder, it is  also aware of the material risks it 

poses to shareholder value for the companies in our portfolio. 

In its 2013 report “Unburnable Carbon,” for example, the Carbon Tracker Initiative and the London 

School of Economics’ Grantham Research Institute argue that there is a growing “carbon bubble” as 

financial markets value companies’ fossil fuel reserves as if they will all be burned. However, the 

report estimates that between 60 and 80 per cent of the coal, oil and gas reserves of publicly listed 

companies could be classified as unburnable if the world is to achieve emissions reductions that offer 

the greatest chance of limiting average global warming to 2°C. The report states: “Nowhere across 

the financial chain do players in the capital markets recognize, and much less quantify, the possibility 

that governments will do what they say they intend to do on emissions, or some fraction of it.”1  

This growing concern, about fossil fuels becoming stranded assets, draws parallels to the sub-prime 

crisis.  

As investor we have a fiduciary duty to assess which risks climate change poses to the banking sector 

(OR : TO THE BANKS IN OUR PORTFOLIO). Taking into account the carbon risk in the provision of 

loans and financing may help banks to protect their investments, avoiding or mitigating clients’ 

default risks, should climate change or carbon restriction reduce economic activity. In the same vein, 

investment strategies that incorporate forecasts of future carbon prices and the emissions footprints 

of companies may help to better manage climate change impact on global markets and on equity 

valuations. 

                                                             
1 Banktrack, Banking on coal, 2013 



Banks do generally recognize that climate change is happening and disclose  green statements in this 

regard. But as suggested by stakeholders’ sources, including the 2013 Banking on Coal Report by 

BankTrack, they are still heavily involved in the financing of climate sensitive projects or sectors.   

We, therefore, ask  your company (OR THE BANKING SECTOR) which is your position on this sensitive 

topic and your plans for measuring, reporting and mitigating the climate risks of your financed 

emissions through the provision of financial services to emissions-intensive industries.   

Thank you for your attention to this matter and we look forward to your response. 

 

Sincerely, 

President of Cometa Pension fund 

 

 


